1. Shanghai and Jiangsu province:

Until is more than 50 days of lock down in the whole Shanghai area.
As far, lockdown in Shanghai is going on and still get no official notice when Shanghai can be back
to normal. Everyone is still quarantine and working from home, due to no excess to express service,
it's impossible to turn over necessary docs. Banks are also shut down, only can operate on-line
system.
Luckily we have good sign on the epidemic from this week, but in our opinion to make an
Carrier: officially we can still arrange the booking from Shanghai, but
as many ctns cannot be delivered to shanghai terminal, carriers cancel sailings
from Shanghai now. So we have limited sailing out of Shanghai, and many
sailings to SHA has changed the POD to nearby terminals, as Ningbo, etc,
which cause a congestion for nearby terminals.
Inland transportation: officially we can arrange the transport with additional license and
permnission only.
but the problem is, those necessary docs are very difficult to get approved from related government,
besides, different province has different epidemic rules. Every highway exits set up police checking
point, truck driver could face 7 days or more quarantine if this road journey enter or pass by
sensitive epidemic area, so it's very hard to get driver to carry cargo in/out of Shanghai port in this
period.
Customs: it can be declared as normal based on E-customs system.
But in case of any customs inspection, it will have to wait for a long time
for officer to schedule the inspection then.
the huge turn over tues in Shanghai port, the nearby ports cannot be absorb that big volumes, now
we have congestion for nearby ports. And those ports also have even strict rules for shipment from
other cities.

2. Beijing,. Tianjin and Hebei:
Regarding Beijing area, some of the residence and office buildings are into quarantine
condition and epidemic situation seems to get serious in these days. Tianjin is better but it's
more strict of car epidemic inspection for land transport, so the trucking are all raise and it's
hard to book at the moment. Henana is under epidemic so all the trail and road
Situation of other province are follow:

Tianjin port: port operation smoothly without any restriction, normally it will cost 3 days to w
Beijing city: about 10% -20% residence and office buildings lockdown.
Beijing airport (PEK): Airport are under lockdown, still can proceed shipment but in really slo
Hebei province: not under serious effects, so can be proceeded without problem.
3. Hong Kong& Guandone Province:
HongKong logistics is back to terminal, Guanzhou port, Shenzhen port and Shekou are also
operate as usual, port terminal and vessel berthing are still congestion
4. Taiwan:

All ports and airports are operated normally, without any congestion or booking,

